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                Official Airport Bus/Shuttle Service

                 Award-winning transfers starting at  15 soles ($4usd) from/to the Airport!

                No Baggage Limit  - Free Wi-fi - A/C

                 
                    TIMETABLES
                    VIEW PRICES
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			¡Buses every hour from/to Miraflores!
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							Find the ticket you need to get to or from Lima Airport
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							Check our timetables to see our schedule for both directions
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							Find your nearest stop to hop on board
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		Winner of multiple Certificates of Excellence

	
	
		
			
                
                    
                        “Great transport option”

                        
                        
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                        
	
                        We used the bus to get to our hotel. Stop literally across the street of our Miraflores hotel. Super nice staff…

                        
                            Read more
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Lima, Perú
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        “Great transport option”
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                                                Trip05709200269
Lima, Perú

                                                
                                                    
                                                    
                                                    
                                                    
                                                    
                                                

                                            

                                        

                                        We used the bus to get to our hotel. Stop literally across the street of our Miraflores hotel. Super nice staff showing us all the way to the bus. Maps of the stop area. Wi-fi and USB charging and toilet on the bus too.

                                        Great deal for just a few $.
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                        “Great experience”

                        
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                        

                        Pretty impressed with this new service, good value for money for a solo traveller who can’t split the cost of a taxi….
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Stuttgart, Alemania
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Stuttgart, Alemania

                                                
                                                    
                                                    
                                                    
                                                    
                                                    
                                                

                                            

                                        

                                        I used this bus on only the second day of operation, so was a bit nervous! It was advertised in emails from Bolivia Hop, so i thought I’d try it out.

                                        I booked a round trip online.As I left the baggage claim there was a airport express Lima booth where they checked my reservation and gave me a ticket, then they escorted me outside and a different staff member took me to where the bus was waiting. I had to wait ~20mins until the scheduled departure time (i think every 30mins), but waited on the bus with air-conditioning and WiFi so it was a comfortable wait. There was only 3 other people on the bus. It was a new coach.

                                        Staff new the location of my hostel and advised me which stop to get off at (though you can check this on their website in advance), it was only a 3min walk to my hostel.

                                        On the trip back to the airport, the bus arrived right on time at the scheduled spot (7.50am).

                                        Pretty impressed with this new service, good value for money for a solo traveller who can’t split the cost of a taxi.
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                        “Finally! Recommended!”

                        
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                        

                        This is such a great service! I travel frequently to Lima and taxis are always quite expensive (especially if you’re…
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Perth, Australia
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Perth, Australia
                                                    

                                                    
                                                        
                                                        
                                                        
                                                        
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                            

                                            This is such a great service! I travel frequently to Lima and taxis are always quite expensive (especially if you’re traveling alone). This is probably the safest and most relaxing way to get from the airport to Miraflores, there’s even wifi on board. It is still not so well-known, so you can get tickets without booking in advance. If you arrive in Lima, you will find them after having picked up your baggage and before exiting to the place where people are waiting for you (on your left). Definitely recommendable!.
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                  INTERNATIONAL ARRIVALS
                

                
                  DOMESTIC ARRIVALS
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                See International Arrivals

                See Domestic Arrivals

              

            

          

        

    



    
        
            
                
                
                    	Lima Transfer Comparison	Airport Express Lima	Official Taxi Companies
	Price	From $6 USD	From S/60 PEN ($20 USD)
	FREE Wi-Fi		
	USB chargers		
	English Speaking		
	Useful Tips		
	Airport Pick up		


                

            

        

    





    
        
            
                
                
                  TICKETS FROM $8

                  
                      
                        
                          Book on our website and pay with credit card
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                        buy now
                      

                      
                        
                          Book by Whatsapp and pay on the bus in cash

                          
                        
                      

                      

                      
                        Pay directly on our bus in cash
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                        Buy your tickets at our airport counters with cash
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                      SPECIAL FARES FOR PERUVIAN RESIDENTS AND CHILDREN
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	    Whatsapp us!	


 



    
    
        
	
	
    
    
    
    
    
    
	
         
	
	 
		

	
	
	
	
	 
	
	
	
	
	

	
		
	

	
	
		







